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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTALLATION OR ACTIVITY</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>ASSOCIATION</th>
<th>ASSIGNMENT</th>
<th>F/D</th>
<th>STATUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Army Signal Intelligence Agency</td>
<td>Arlington, Va</td>
<td>T1 act</td>
<td>USAMC 08120</td>
<td>6469</td>
<td>DISCONTINUED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Historical Data**

Signal Corps Intelligence Agency is EMBASSY at Washington, D.C., EMBASSY to the Chief Signal Officer, effective 21 Aug 1949 - 00 39, DA, 15 Aug 1949.


**Mission:**
- a. To perform the staff intelligence functions assigned by the Chief Signal Officer and to provide staff direction and coordination of the Signal Corps Intelligence effort.
- b. The responsibility for the collection, analysis, production, maintenance, and dissemination of US Army Signal technical intelligence on foreign material, installations, systems, and activities for which the Chief Signal Officer has an intelligence responsibility or requirement in the fields of communications and electronics. The coordination of the acquisition and exploitation of foreign signal equipment.
- c. The maintenance of technical intelligence pertaining to war potential and vulnerabilities, military forces and material, research and development and related military or civil aspects affecting the capabilities of foreign countries and areas - 00 4, Office of the Chief Signal Officer, 28 Feb 1956. RESEND: Mission: a. Perform the staff intelligence functions assigned by the Chief Signal Officer and to provide staff direction and coordination of the Signal Corps Intelligence effort.
- d. Collect, evaluate, correlate, produce, maintain, and disseminate US Signal technical intelligence on foreign material, installations, systems, and activities for which the Chief Signal Officer has an intelligence responsibility or requirement in the fields of communications and electronics. Operate a Correlation Center to analyze and correlate data collected by Chief Signal Officer's activities with data obtained from intelligence sources and to furnish the correlated data to the Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence. Coordinate the acquisition and exploitation of foreign signal equipment.
- e. Maintain technical intelligence pertaining to war potential and vulnerabilities, military forces and material, research and development, and related military or civil aspects affecting the capabilities of foreign countries and areas - 00 17, Office of the Chief Signal Officer, 12 May 1956.
- f. Collect, evaluate, correlate, produce, maintain, and disseminate US Army Signal technical intelligence on foreign material, installations, systems, and activities for which the Chief Signal Officer has an intelligence responsibility or requirement. d. Coordinate the acquisition and exploitation of foreign signal equipment and material. e. Serve as a central source in the collection of Signal technical intelligence for, and its release to contractors and other agencies engaged in the Chief Signal Officer's research and development program. f. Exercise administrative and operational control over US Army Signal Technical Intelligence Teams. g. Act as over-all coordinator for the Chief Signal Officer in all actions connected with the NEW PRODUCT-LIGHT HOUSE system, and serve as the primary point of contact for all matters concerning the system. h. Operate a correlation center to analyze and correlate data collected.
by the NEW PRODUCT-LIGHT HOUSE System with data obtained from other intelligence sources, and furnish correlated data to the Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence and to the Intelligence Community - GO 46, Office of the Chief Signal Officer, 4 Dec 1959.

Mission: a. Formulate and coordinate the Chief Signal Officer's technical intelligence policy plans, programs, and requirements. Establish procedures and provide direction over the technical intelligence functions of the Chief Signal Office.

b. Provide technical intelligence liaison and represent the Chief Signal Officer on combined, joint, inter-departmental, and similar technical intelligence committees, boards, and groups. c. Collect, evaluate, correlate, produce, maintain and disseminate US Army Signal technical intelligence on foreign material, installations, systems, and activities for which the Chief Signal Officer has an intelligence responsibility or requirement. d. Coordinate the acquisition and exploitation of foreign signal equipment and material. e. Serve as a central source in the collection of Signal technical intelligence for, and its release to contractors employed in the Chief Signal Officer's research and development program. f. Exercise administrative and operational control over US Army Signal Technical Intelligence Teams effective 1 Jul 1960 - GO 26, Office of the Chief Signal Officer, 28 Jun 1960.

Security Branch of the Plans Division, Office of the Chief of Transportation including all personnel and records are TRANSFERRED to US Army Transportation Intelligence Agency effective 1 Sep 1960 - GO 34, Office of the Chief of Transportation, 26 Aug 1960.

Mission: a. Formulate and coordinate the Chief Signal Officer's scientific and technical intelligence policy plans, programs, and requirements. Establish procedures and provide direction over the scientific and technical intelligence function of the Chief Signal Officer. b. Provide scientific and technical intelligence liaison and represent the Chief Signal Officer on combined, joint, inter-departmental, and similar scientific and technical intelligence committees, boards, and groups. c. Collect, evaluate, correlate, produce, maintain and disseminate US Army Signal scientific and technical intelligence on foreign communications and electronics material, installations, systems, and activities for which the Chief Signal Officer has an intelligence responsibility or requirement. d. Coordinate the acquisition and exploitation of foreign Signal equipment and material. e. Serve as a central source in the collection of Signal scientific and technical intelligence for, and its release to contractors employed in the Chief Signal Officer's research and development program. f. Exercise administrative and operational control over US Army Signal Technical Intelligence Teams effective 15 Nov 1960 - GO 71, Office of the Chief Signal Officer, 29 Dec 1960.

Mission: a. Formulate and coordinate the Chief Signal Officer's scientific and technical intelligence policy plans, programs, and requirements. Establish procedures and provide direction over the scientific and technical intelligence function of the Chief Signal Officer. b. Provide scientific and technical intelligence liaison and represent the Chief Signal Officer on combined, joint, inter-departmental, and similar scientific and technical intelligence committees, boards, and groups. c. Collect, evaluate, correlate, produce, maintain and disseminate US Army Signal scientific and technical intelligence on foreign communications and electronics material, installations, systems, and activities for which the Chief Signal Officer has an intelligence responsibility or requirement. d. Coordinate the acquisition and exploitation of foreign Signal equipment and material. e. Serve as a central source in the collection of Signal scientific and technical intelligence for, and its release to contractors employed in the Chief Signal Officer's research and development program. f. Exercise administrative and operational control over US Army Signal Technical Intelligence Teams and US Army Signal Technical Information Teams. g. Provide technical assistance and conduct annual technical liaison visits to foreign Signal intelligence detachments assigned to the Chief Signal Officer effective 22 Jun 1961 - GO 43, Office of the Chief Signal Officer, 31 Jul 1961. ANNEXED - GO 60, Office of the Chief Signal Officer, 1 Nov 1961.

